1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Gastric cancer is the third cause of death by cancer and the fifth most common cancer worldwide [@bib1]. Like most other types of cancer, in addition to genetic factors non-genetic factors such as smoking, alcohol consumption, poor diet, physical inactivity, viral infections and stress increase the risk of being affected by this type of cancer [@bib2], [@bib3]. Furthermore, the role of *H. pylori* infection in gastric cancer has been proven [@bib4], [@bib5].

Numerous studies investigate the causes and genetic factors involved in gastric cancer, where effective proteins have been identified in the cancer\'s pathogenesis, and most often the expression level of receptor tyrosine-protein kinase erbB-2 (ERBB2) which increases its levels in gastric cancer [@bib6], [@bib7]. Likewise, cellular tumor antigen p53 involved predominantly in cell division regulation and apoptosis induction, mutates in most cancers [@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10]. As such, Gastrokine (GKN1) reducing the expression of gastrin-CCKBR signaling pathway is capable of preventing gastric cancer [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14]. This protein can also prevent the invasion of cancer cells into other tissues through inactivation of NF-kappaB pathway [@bib15].

In addition to the aforementioned proteins, other biological molecules involved in cancer were detected, including miR-145 which prevents the tumor formation through a vitamin D3-dependent pathway, and its expression level decreases in gastric cancer cells [@bib16].

As intracellular operator units, proteins interact with other molecules for their function in the cell. Disease or health condition of an organism can be determined by such interactions [@bib17]. Deployment of interactions between proteins and their related networks remains a determinative method in biological cell studies. Investigating and constructing such networks improves our knowledge of physiological mechanisms in disease and health conditions [@bib18], [@bib19].

In high throughput based methods applied to identify the potential treatment or diagnosis targets, only genes or proteins with significant expressional changes are applicable; a single criteria cannot be an indicator, because proteins such as various types of kinases have not shown significant expressional changes while their participation in a variety of cancers is certified [@bib20]. On the other hand, it has been proven that elevated levels of varied proteins is not due to cancer, rather a result of increased physiological requirements [@bib21].

Defining a threshold for output data in these methods would result in excluding unchanged level proteins from the study and considering less effective proteins. In this study, we have tried to pass through these problems using a new perspective based on recent systems biology methods. We hypothesized that the involved proteins in cancer are concentrated in limited numbers of cellular signaling pathways which lead to subsequent cellular changes.

To date, the only curing method for gastric cancer therapy is surgery, where chemotherapy has very limited effect, if any, lowering the quality of life. An urgent need for alternative curing strategies leads us to study the protein-protein interaction networks through systems biology-based approaches as an appropriate methodology to discover candidate proteins and key biological pathways in this mortal disease, which claims over 700,000 deaths each year [@bib22]. Identifying these proteins and pathways according to the proposed systems biology enables us to introduce potential therapeutic targets as well as key diagnostic markers for gastric cancer.

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

2.1. Collecting proteins involved in gastric cancer {#s0015}
---------------------------------------------------

PubMed database ([www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed](http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed){#ir0005}) search was performed using "gastric cancer" keyword, limited to the article title and excluding case reports. Validated introduced proteins were extracted from published articles since 2014.

2.2. Interaction network construction {#s0020}
-------------------------------------

Interaction information of introduced proteins in literature was gathered from well-known protein-protein interaction databases including Reactome [@bib23], [@bib24], KEGG [@bib25], BIND [@bib26], CCSB [@bib27], DIP [@bib28], GRID [@bib29], HPRD [@bib30], IntAct [@bib31], MINT [@bib32] and MDC [@bib33] using MiMI algorithm in Cytoscape 2.8.3 platform [@bib34]. Information from different sources was retrieved and merged in MiMI repository based on an intelligent integration strategy [@bib35].

2.3. Identification of sub-networks {#s0025}
-----------------------------------

In order to identify topologically highly dense areas in the network, clusters were determined using Cytoscape plugins including AllegroMCODE and clusterMaker which is based on Community Clustering (GLay) and Markov Clustering (MCL) algorithms. The clustering algorithm of AllegroMCODE plugin is Molecular COmplex DEtection (MCODE), based on node weighting according to the local neighborhood density. This algorithm performs in three steps including vertex weighting, molecular complex prediction and post-processing to filter or add proteins to the predicted complex [@bib36]. MCODE parameters included Degree cutoff: 2, Node score cutoff: 0.5, K-score: 5 and Max. Depth: 100.

GLay by dynamically linking highly optimized C functions JAVA program, provides assorted collection of versatile community structure algorithms and graph layout functions for network clustering and structured visualization [@bib37].

The Markov Cluster (MCL) defines a sequence of matrices by alternation of two operators on a generating matrix. It is basically all that is needed for the clustering of graphs, but it is useful to distinguish between the algorithm and the algebraic process employed by the algorithm. This algorithm performs subnet recognition based on network simulation [@bib38].

2.4. Annotating network with microarray data {#s0030}
--------------------------------------------

Arrayexpress database ([www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress](http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress){#ir0010}**[)]{.ul}** was searched using multiple criteria such as Affymetrix HGU133 plus platform, RNA assay, and simultaneous access to both cancer and non-cancer samples. Expression data of the series [GSE19826](ncbi-geo:GSE19826){#ir0015} were applied for annotating the network, performing quality control and pre-processing using ArrayAnalysis modules (<http://www.arrayanalysis.org>) [@bib39]. Normalizing statistical analysis, multiple-testing corrections on *p*-value and generating annotations using GEO2R software ([www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/geo2r](http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/geo2r){#ir0025}). Were performed using imported expression data into the network, jActiveModules 3.1 detected active expression sub-networks [@bib40], [@bib41].

2.5. Gene set analysis {#s0035}
----------------------

The Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery, DAVID (<https://david.ncifcrf.gov>) is one of the most efficient online tools to organize and annotate heterogeneous data from high-throughput techniques such as microarray. This program includes 68 gene enrichment tools representing the gene sets in four different modules including Annotation tools, GOchart, KEGGchart and Domainchart [@bib42], [@bib43], [@bib44]. Gene Ontology (GO) terms and pathways of detected sub-networks and clusters were retrieved using DAVID functional annotation tool.

2.6. Computing centrality parameters {#s0040}
------------------------------------

In order to identify hubs, centrality parameters including Betweenness and Degree for each node were calculated with CentiScaPe 2.1 in the network and sub-networks were detected by jActiveModules, AllegroMCODE, GLay and MCL. The Degree index shows the number of directly connected edges to each node. The Role of a node in the linking with the rest of the network nodes is evaluated by the Betweenness index [@bib45].

3. Results {#s0045}
==========

3.1. Collecting the proteins involved in gastric cancer {#s0050}
-------------------------------------------------------

We retrieved a total of 3500 articles based on the defined criteria from PubMed, which over 600 recently published articles. Sixty articles referred to 72 different proteins involved in the pathogenesis of gastric cancer ([Supplementary Table 1](#s0095){ref-type="sec"}).

3.2. Drawing interactive network and determining sub-networks {#s0055}
-------------------------------------------------------------

MiMI algorithm has the ability to search multiple databases. In addition to displaying interactions (edges) between seeds (protein input) and first neighbors, it can show the identified edges between first neighbors of different seeds. The primary interactive network with 1673 nodes (proteins) and 21,548 edges (interactions) was created using 72 seed proteins obtained from our bibliographic data with Cytoscape software and its MiMI plugin. We used AllegroMCODE ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}), GLay and MCL plugins (see [Supplementary Table 2](#s0095){ref-type="sec"}) to identify high-density areas of our constructed network, which can be sets of protein acting as a complex within the cell, and this calculation resulted in 4 subnetworks.Table 1Sub-networks created by AllegroMCODE.Table 1Cluster nameScoreNodesEdges127.323254694027.571182137835.489853744.4562961319

3.3. Loading microarray data in the network {#s0060}
-------------------------------------------

With regard to the designated filters, we obtained only two datasets from ArrayExpress database, including [E-GEOD-19826](array-express:E-GEOD-19826){#ir0035} and [E-TABM-424](array-express:E-TABM-424){#ir0040}. [E-TABM-424](array-express:E-TABM-424){#ir0045} datasets were excluded because of the low number of samples (a tumor sample and a normal sample). After qualitative analysis of [E-GEOD-19826](array-express:E-GEOD-19826){#ir0050} datasets with ArrayAnalysis, we found 7 slides lacking the necessary criteria for our statistical analyses ([GSM495053](ncbi-geo:GSM495053){#ir0055} due to the paint stains on the slide, and [GSM495051](ncbi-geo:GSM495051){#ir0060}, [GSM495057](ncbi-geo:GSM495057){#ir0065}, [GSM495063](ncbi-geo:GSM495063){#ir0070}, [GSM495071](ncbi-geo:GSM495071){#ir0075}, [GSM495072](ncbi-geo:GSM495072){#ir0080}, and [GSM495073](ncbi-geo:GSM495073){#ir0085} due to the contamination with other tissue cells), and hence they were excluded from our review set, and the rest of the slides were analyzed using GEO2R software embedded in GEO (normalization, statistical tests, *p*-value correction, and adding commentary). After adding expression data to our network nodes, calculation and classification using jActiveModules plugin, and considering the amount of adj. P.Val, the active expression sub-networks were identified.

3.4. Study of functional relationship and analysis of gene sets {#s0065}
---------------------------------------------------------------

DAVID functional annotation tool was utilized in order to identify related biological pathways and functions within each of the sub-networks.

Evaluation of the main network using KEGG pathways showed that the neurotrophin signaling pathway, mitotic cell cycle, and ERBB pathways were mostly involved in gastric cancer ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). The enrichment on subnetworks showed that the pathways of nucleotide excision repair, cell cycle, pathways in cancer, neurotrophin signaling pathway, and focal adhesion manifested themselves as the highly involved pathways in the development of gastric cancer.Table 2Results of enrichment of nodes.Table 2Main networkKEGG CodeKEGG TermCountP Valuehsa04110Cell cycle1022.95E-52hsa05200Pathways in cancer1791.73E-50hsa04722Neurotrophin signaling pathway861.77E-34hsa05212Pancreatic cancer624.82E-34hsa05220Chronic myeloid leukemia624.94E-32hsa04510Focal adhesion1098.68E-30hsa05215Prostate cancer635.82E-26hsa04012ErbB signaling pathway608.46E-24hsa04914Progesterone-mediated oocyte maturation582.89E-22hsa04662B cell receptor signaling pathway538.65E-22AllegroMCODE Cluster 1hsa03420Nucleotide excision repair275.41E-30hsa04110Cell cycle362.33E-26hsa03030DNA replication236.34E-26hsa03010Ribosome231.17E-15hsa03430Mismatch repair112.33E-10hsa03022Basal transcription factors103.87E-07hsa04810Regulation of actin cytoskeleton193.54E-05hsa03410Base excision repair74.12E-04hsa04662B cell receptor signaling pathway90.001264hsa00240Pyrimidine metabolism100.001487jActiveModules Subnetwork 1hsa05200Pathways in cancer701.47E-16hsa04110Cell cycle391.04E-14hsa04722Neurotrophin signaling pathway357.62E-12hsa04660T cell receptor signaling pathway281.10E-08hsa05220Chronic myeloid leukemia231.11E-08hsa03420Nucleotide excision repair173.99E-08hsa04662B cell receptor signaling pathway225.97E-08hsa05215Prostate cancer247.18E-08hsa05219Bladder cancer161.42E-07

3.5. Network evaluation indices {#s0070}
-------------------------------

Evaluation of the central criteria of network including Betweenness and Degree using Centiscape indicated that the highest values ​​of these indices in the core network belonged to TAF1, TP53, HNF4A, MYC and CDK2. These calculations were repeated through the classification by AllegroMCODE, GLay and MCL algorithms as well, before adding the expression data and by jActiveModules algorithm after adding the expression data; we found that TAF1 is in the highest scored cluster obtained from those three algorithms and HNF4A and TP53 in the most expressed active subnetwork obtained from jActiveModules, GLay (cluster1,2) and MCL (cluster 7, 1) which had the highest Degree and Betweenness values ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1Scatterplot of Betweenness vs Degree in main network, jActiveModules sub-network and AllegroMCODE cluster.Fig. 1

4. Discussion {#s0075}
=============

According to our study which was conducted on the network and its subnetworks, proteins TAF1, HNF4A and TP53 had the highest values of central indices.

TBP-associated factor1 (TAF1) is the largest subunit of TAFIID, composes of TBP and 13 TAFs, plays a crucial role in cell growth and regulation and its kinase activity may have a pivotal role in tumor suppressor [@bib46]. TAF1 also plays a role in determining the concentration of ATP within the cell, in disabling TP53 at high concentrations of ATP, and in inducing apoptosis through p27. It seems that in cancer, increased concentrations of ATP by TP53 becomes inactive by TAF1 which decreases the expression of p27 and provides a useful condition for the cancer cells to escape from apoptosis by anti-cancer drugs. It has also been illustrated that TAF1 phosphorylates P53 at Thr55, leads to a dissociation of P53 from p27 and hence deactivates transcription in the DNA damage response or apoptosis [@bib46], [@bib47].

Although studies showed that TAF1 is not a potential target for RNAi or chemical inhibition due to its leading role in reducing apoptosis and increasing the cell survival, it has not been mentioned that it is a distinct target for gastric cancer treatment. Since our study has been performed using protein interaction databases with experimental background this capability should be experimentally validated with more caution [@bib46].

As a specific protein of gastrointestinal cells, Hepatocyte nuclear factor 4 alpha (HNF4A) is a transcription factor which plays a role in final differentiation of embryonic endoderm tissue along with other proteins such as HNF1β, albumin, and surfactant protein C [@bib48]. A survey conducted by Bolotin et al. showed that this protein was associated with processes such as immune response, stress response, apoptosis, metabolism regulation, and cancer related pathways through targeting more than 240 proteins [@bib49].

HNF4A is expressed in gastric carcinoma but is never expressed in breast carcinoma hence it remains a specific biomarker for gastric cancer [@bib50], can be introduced as an excellent marker for differentiating breast cancer from gastric cancer. Walesky *et al*. showed that the elimination of HNF4A gene increases the susceptibility of these cells to cancer [@bib51], while Jung et al. demonstrated that decreased expression of this protein by metformin reduces the rate of tumor growth [@bib52]. Inhibition of HNF4A with RNA and pharmacological inhibitors demonstrated antineoplastic activity via down regulation of cyclins, cell cycle arrest and apoptosis.

[@bib53].

Assessment of expression data showed that the expression of this gene decreased in gastric cancer cells. Wang et al. demonstrated that berberin extracted from *Coptis chinensis* can increase the expression of HNF4A [@bib54], [@bib55]. Walesky *et al*. showed that increased expression of HNF4A can reduce the growth of cancer cells [@bib56]. According to the mentioned studies, the combined use of metformin and plants with the active ingredient of beberin are effective in reducing the growth rate of tumor cells. Assessment of mouse hepatocytes treated with berberin and metformin respectively, showed that berberin promotes HNF4A and glucokinase [@bib57].

HNF4A is an important protein among the 240 interplay in cell protein-protein interaction network with a definite role in gastric cell differentiation and plays an essential role in cell growth and division [@bib49]. So based on mentioned points, this protein could be a potential target for inhibition as stated by Chang et al. HNF4A RNAi and/or its pharmacological inhibition could lead to cell cycle arrest and tumor growth inhibition [@bib53]. McDonald et al. also showed that HNF4A protein could have a relationship (Synthetic lethality) with other proteins in distinct cancers such as gastric [@bib58].

Recently, synthetic lethality studies have shown, gastric cancer cells with ATM deficiencies along with pharmacological inhibitors affect ATR and could induce death in this cells [@bib59]

TP53, inhibiting the cell growth remains the main protein in apoptosis, mutated in more than half of different types of cancer [@bib60]. For this reason, TP53 is one of the potential therapeutic targets in various cancers, targeted through different means. Wang et al. pointed out different methods such as reactivation of mutant proteins as well as the inhibition of the wild type protein through a combination of drugs or targeting cells carrying the mutated protein [@bib61].

Gene set enrichment analysis on the network showed that pathways such as Cell cycle, Neurotrophin signaling pathway, Nucleotide Excision Repair (NER), and Focal adhesion can contribute to the development of gastric cancer. This is partly due to the fact that the rate of cell growth and division increases in tumor formation, causing the activation of cell cycle pathway in this cancer.

Neurotrophin signaling pathway consists of four receptor proteins with conserved structures and growth factor function [@bib62], [@bib63]. Du et al. demonstrated the increased expression of these receptors and their ligands which were secreted from tumor cells [@bib64]. Okugawa et al. showed the increased expression of BNDF/TrkB axis in gastric cancer cells and inhibition of this receptor by specific drug resulting in tumor growth inhibition in mouse models [@bib65]. Enrichment analysis of 72 basic proteins revealed that 6 proteins were involved in this pathway and after ranking them based on the *p*-value, it demonstrated that the pathway was located at the 21th rank. After the network expansion process, the study showed that this pathway included 86 proteins, promoted to the 3rd rank. This represents the accumulation of proteins involved in the interaction network in this signaling pathway which can be a sign of its importance in the incidence or spread of gastric cancer.

Liu et al. showed that polymorphisms in the nucleotide excision repair, responsible for repair of mutations, was significantly associated with gastric cancer [@bib66].

A number of our introduced candidates including CDK7, CCNH, and PCNA are involved in both NER pathway and cell cycle. These results were consistent with the study of Stoimenov et al. who showed that PCNA has a key role in DNA replication events determining tumor progression and cancer development [@bib67]. Our results were also in line with the study of Czyzewska et al. who showed that this protein correlated with the varied degrees of malignancy of gastric cancer [@bib68]. In a study by Wang et al., researchers found that in gastric cancer CDK7 is overexpressed, attributing this problem to an increased division of cancerous cells [@bib69]. However, no study yet examines the relationship of CCNH and gastric cancer, whereas our results give a relational clue about this protein was potentially important as a biomarker in gastric cancer. Liu et al. showed that in breast cancer, CtBP2 affected by CCNH/CDK7 complexes and as a result this protein is more stable against proteasome degradation, correlated with more invasive potential of the cells. It is not far-fetched that the same mechanism is responsible in gastric cancer, resulting in the necessity to study further this protein based on the suggested systems biology approach [@bib70].

On the other hand, the evaluation of HNF4A gene in GENE database in NCBI showed that this gene consists of a miRNA (miR-3646) where its expression is altered in cancers such as colon, lung, bladder, and breast, according to Meiri et al. [@bib71]. This study also showed that it plays a key role in drug resistance, cell division, and tissue invasion, but no study has been performed on this miRNA and gastric cancer. It is likely that the miRNA causes contradictory results regarding the effect of HNF4A in gastric cancer.

We have shown a comprehensive collection of pathways and key proteins which remains unique to this study, whereas no other study has yet investigated such a colllection, except where they have been sporadically presented. On the other hand the involvement of some of these proteins have been approved in other cancers. But the exact role of these proteins in gastric cancer has not been examined, which shows the merit of further investigation in a systemic and comprehensive manner. The results of the present study shows the pathways and proteins which are important in the occurrence of gastric cancer and can be introduced as therapeutic targets and significant biomarkers in this disease. In fact, our methodology offers a systematic insight into the involvement of particular proteins in gastric cancer which can be applied in order to identify key proteins and pathways in other diseases.
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